**RED SOX DEFEAT NEW YORK GIANTS**

In a thrilling game the Red Sox defeated the Giants by a score of 3 to 2. Likely in the game the New Yorkers established a lead of two runs, though in the seventh the Red Sox pried out three runs, which, coupled with one in the previous inning, brought the score to two in their favor. In the eighth inning, with only one run behind, with two men on bases, second and third, and two out, the Giants saw their rules when mighty Joe Wood struck out the pinch hitter.

The same by innings:

**First inning.**
- Red Sox: Tosey flew out, and then two runners to Hooper. Then two runners and Hooper is the first man to reach first. By a hit and run play, Hooper got to second, and Yerkes died. A second similar play boosted Hooper around, but Speaker was out. Snodgrass captured a lot liner from Lewis when it looked like a score, but the side colored without a run. No hits. No runs. No errors. No walks. No errors.
- Giants: Devore advanced after waiting for a pass. Doyle was an easy out at first on a liner to Wagner. Snodgrass grounded Wood for the first hit of the game on a long one to center field. Merkle finally gave a pop fly to Wagner, killing the third.

**Second inning.**
- Red Sox: Gardner fanned one to pitcher, who fumbled; Stahl bunted but hit too hard, and Gardner was stepped at second. Wagner failed to hit the ball in a hit and run play with Stahl, so the latter was caught. Wagner walked and Cady basted to Snodgrass for a double.
- Giants: Herzog lined straight for Stahl, Meyers fanned, also Fletcher. Third inning.
- Red Sox: Wood walked quickly and was sent to second on a sacrifice hit by Hooper. Yerkes was out at first and Wood made third. Speaker walked and Lewis popped a fly to Fletcher. Giants: Teasman fanned and Wood walked Devore. Doyle made second on a short fly that was mislaid, and Speaker made third. Snodgrass grounded and Murray made a hit and scored two runs but went out himself.

**Fourth inning.**
- Giants: Merkle fanned, Herzog out, to first, then to second on a play which put Meyer out. Fletcher struck out. Fifth inning.
- Red Sox: Teasman to Merkle. Wood out to Merkle and Hooper fanned. Giants: Teasman fanned, Devore to Lewis; Doyle was caught at second. Sixth inning.
- Giants: Snodgrass safe on error of Wagner; Murray and Snodgrass doubled on a double. Merkle fanned out. Seventh inning.
- Red Sox: Doyle and Stahl out; Wagner doubled, Wood got to first and Wagner to second on a double of Wood's fly. Hooper doubled and Yerkes singled, scoring three runs. Speaker fanned.
- Giants: Herzog fanned, Meyers walked, Fletcher forced Meyers and McCormick flew out.

**Eighth inning.**
- Red Sox: Crabill replaces Tosey on a liner to Lewis out. Gardner and Stahl fanned. Giants: Devore out, also Doyle; Snodgrass flew to Gardner.
- Eighth inning.
- Red Sox: Crabill replaces Tosey on a liner to Lewis out. Gardner and Stahl fanned. Giants: Devore out, also Doyle; Snodgrass flew to Gardner.
- Ninth inning.
- Red Sox: Wagner doubled, Cady sacrificed, Wagner to third. Wood fanned, Hooper to Doyle. Giants: Murray fanned out, Merkle singled, also Herzog; Meyers doubled, scoring Merkle. Fletcher fanned, also Crandall.
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**TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS**

**DRAFTING INSTRUMENTS, PAPERS, TRACING CLOTH, TRIANGLES, SQUARERS, SLIDES, RULES, ENGRAVERS, ETC., PAINTS, VARNISHES AND HARDWARE.**

222 CLARENDON ST.
Also 84 Washington St.
Catalogue Free

**WADSWORTH, HOWLAND & CO.**

Incorporated

**FOR DRESS AFFAIRS**

Shirts and Collars must be absolutely immaculate. Nothing less than absolutely perfect laundering can be tolerated. We make a specialty of high class work. Embroidering all kinds of shirts. We are confident that when you come to wear them they will be found just as they should be and if you would have them.

**CROWN LAUNDRY**

510 Dudley Street

TELEPHONE 661 ROXBURY

Old Established Dining Room
Mrs. H. O. Hanson, Prop.
33 S. BOSTON ST.
11 Main Ticket $1.25 4 Meal Tickets $0.60
7 Dinners $1.50 7 Luncheons $1.00
Breakfasts 35c. Luncheons 25c. Dinner 45c.

We Cater Especially To Students
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Technology Men will make no mistake in depending upon this Great Store for the Newest and Best Ideas in

Clothing, Hats,
Shirts, Haberdashery,
Shoes, Hosiery

and in fact everything that has a place in the College man's wardrobe.

All Men's goods are in our men's store section separate from other parts of the store and having direct entrances from Aven and Summer Streets.